Our Functional Skills offer

Pearson Edexcel Functional Skills are qualifications in English, Mathematics and
ICT. They are available in England at Entry Levels, Level 1 and Level 2. Suitable for
learners of all ages, they’re also a mandatory part of all Apprenticeship standards
and frameworks in England.

A comprehensive qualification for all ages and learner types that equips
learners with the practical skills needed to live, learn and work successfully.
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English
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A unique planning tool that can be adapted to suit your
delivery model.

Maths

Free

Interactive schemes of work /
lesson plans 

Like a traditional scheme of work, our interactive
schemes of work provide a suggested teaching order
(with 5-week, 15-week and 30-week routes through the
curriculum). Lesson plans are included, together with
possible success criteria and common misconceptions;
and teaching prerequisites are highlighted.

Download
and
internally
assess
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Choose the method of assessment that’s right for your
learners, and where they will be on the day of their
assessment.

Paper-based

We allow learners to use the software they practice on
in the test.

Level
1

Paper based
on Demand or
Onscreen

Pearson Services

Topic-based content covers key areas within the new
specifications and includes materials for Entry Level 3,
Level 1 and Level 2.

Behind the grade insight into your learners performance.
Understanding results and targeting improvements.
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experts and allowing tutors to share good practice and

These events are aimed at teachers and lecturers
planning to deliver the newly reformed Functional Skills

Free

cohorts or individual learners. Create tailored practice

£

in your delivery of Functional Skills. Hosted by subject
hear the latest developments.

papers for better results.

Getting Ready to Teach events 

qualifications. There will be opportunity to gain support
and guidance on planning, implementation, delivery and
assessment.

Click on the Pearson service with an
to be directed to more information
PEUK A1584

within 20 working days

Support

Biannual networking events 

Use feedback to create exam practice resources for



Assessments are marked and results are communicated

We run a variety of free training events to support you

Revision
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‘ ’ that you require

Free
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Benefits

Free

ResultsPlus 
Offering a supportive and tailored experience for use in
a classroom or workplace setting, enabling practitioners
to work closely with learners to help them progress
through the syllabus with confidence.

Learners get full value for every correct answer.
Questions use realistic real-life contexts.

Feedback
Marking turnaround

Each scheme of work gives you an idea of when to teach
and how long to spend on each topic but because they
are interactive, you can adapt the order and timings by
moving the lessons around.

Speaking and listening (all levels) and writing (entry level
only) can be contextualised by you, so that learners
understand the scenario of the task.

££

Paid
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Assessment

Free

ResultsPlus for GCSE Maths

With the consent of the learner, If they have sat their
GSCEs at Pearson, you can access their GCSE Maths
feedback to build up a clear picture of strengths and
weaknesses.

£
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